Apple iPad, iPhone and Mobile Phone Repair Disclaimer

During the course of repair, all due diligent effort and care will be used to discharge our professional repair duties on the iPad, PDA, Apple iPhone and mobile phone devices.

However, due to the intricate structure design of the iPad and iPhone's body and its back cover; owner at times might be able to observe slight variation of the iPhone before and after it had been worked on. This phenomena is unavoidable. The metal back cover structure, curvature, side trimming might have some minute changes during the process of removal from the iPad or iPhone’s body.

Do note that Apple iPhone that had been in use under normal condition will have the pre-existing conditions like the normal wear and tear signs. Some units might have more apparent physical dents, warp, scratches even crack on the front glass panel. Please take note of your iPad or iPhone’s PRE-EXISTING CONDITION before submitting it for repair work.

It is the owner’s legal responsibility to inform our repair centre the exact condition of the phone (e.g. speaker, microphone, buzzer, charging functions). Other than, owner must state clearly the exact fault with phone.

We will follow the client’s instruction repair specific faults or parts and we WILL NOT responsible for any un-report faults PRIOR to the repair work.

Our professional engineers will do their very best to make sure all iPhone worked on will stay close to the original shape and design (means your iPhone stay close the shape/condition when you submitted it in for repair).

By submitting your iPhone and for repair hereafter, you agree that you not blame, accuse or hold Abby Technology, its management, employees and agents on any minute variation on the casing, cosmetic appearance of iPad, iPhone or devices being repair.

Notice

If you do not agree to this disclaimer or any existing disclaimers as published on our company’s website (http://go.to/abby), please do not engage our professional repair service as to avoid any unpleasant or legal issues.

Your right as a consumer is covered by